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Abstract

Wireless sensor networks, based on the infrastructure-less and ad hoc platform, consist of a number

of small battery-powered sensors (also called sensor nodes) equipped with limited on-board processing,

bandwidth, and sensing devices. In general, these tiny devices are deployed in hostile places forming

an ad hoc network with a view to sensing and producing useful information from the environment and

sending them to reliable base stations for further manipulation. As the lifetime of these sensors is

dependent on their own limited battery power, special care must be taken to enhance their lifetime and

therefore that of the network. The lifetime of sensor networks depends on application requirements. For

every sensor network two main objectives need to be ensured: exploiting the sensors to obtain optimal

information from the environment and increasing the lifetime of sensors. For applications which

depend on the functioning of every sensor node, the lifetime of a network is defined as the span of time

until the first node runs out of its power. Generally the definition of network lifetime can be expanded

to the span of time until a subset of nodes runs out of their power. One of the possible and most

promising ways to increase the lifetime span of a sensor network is to design distributed and localized

algorithms for sensors that cleverly compute desired information expending less power and guaranteeing

the delivery of desired information to the base stations. In this paper, we particularly focus on the

computational and algorithmic aspects of localized algorithms that are expected to maintain a tradeoff

between the enhancement of the lifetime of the sensor network and providing desired information.

1 Introduction and overview

The main task of a sensor network is to allow a collection of unattended sensors deployed at arbitrary

locations in a remote environment to form a virtual network among them and provide cooperatively

and collectively sensed data about some events of interest to the base stations (also called sinks).

Because of their flexibility, efficacy, low-cost, accuracy, and ease of deployment, sensor networks are

gaining attention and expanding their domain of applications. A wide spectrum of applications of

sensor networks such as environmental monitoring (fires, floods, earthquakes, etc.), industrial sens-

ing, infrastructure protection, intelligent homes, military battlefield surveillance, and so forth [36],

have substantially motivated many researchers to continue their work with the purpose of meeting

the challenges posed by these applications. The unique characteristics of sensor networks, that is,
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the independent sensing capability of environment and data aggregation capacity of sensors and the

infrastructure-less platform of the network, present new challenges to researchers in the design of

efficient and sophisticated algorithms. These algorithms must be different from traditional algorithms

used for wired and electrically-powered computer networks because of the ad hoc topology and un-

derlying limited on-board power of sensors.

The study of sensor networks is an interdisciplinary research area. The research problems addressed

by sensor networks invoke the problems of other disciplines such as computational geometry, signal

processing, networking and protocols, micro data bases [35] and information management, distributed

algorithms, embedded systems, random graphs, stochastic geometry, theory of combinatorics, and

approximation algorithms [32], [38]. For example, many computational geometric algorithms for

searching, convex hull, Voronoi diagram, and triangulations [37] can equally apply to wireless sensor

networks as sensor nodes can be treated as points in a two-dimensional plane.

Due to the limited energy and bandwidth constraints of individual sensors, a direct application of

these methods and techniques from different disciplines may not always be feasible; however, proper

modifications to the techniques in light of the unique characteristics of sensors can provide solutions

to numerous problems in sensor networks. In this paper, we study some techniques and methods

from various fields and explore how modifications of these algorithms help solve different problems

such as data aggregation, object tracking, area coverage, broadcasting, and topology control in sensor

networks.

1.1 Characteristics of sensor networks

Sensor nodes are generally intended to deploy in harsh environments where human intervention is

difficult or impossible. Hence, as implied earlier, the elements (sensor nodes) of sensor networks

must have the capability of communicating in a wireless environment and, potentially, the ability to

disseminate and process signals from a hostile environment. These requirements force the architecture

of sensors to be compatible with such an environment.

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a network consisting of a collection of unattended battery-

powered sensors which are not physically connected to each other to sense, gather, process, and

transmit environmental data to the base station. The following characteristics are unique to a WSN

[40].

1.1.1 Communication and sensing

Each sensor node has a certain communication capacity and the communication ranges of nodes can

vary. The connectivity or the topology of a WSN depends on the available power of its nodes and it can

change arbitrarily since two sensors are neighbors to each other or directly connected if they are within

each other’s communication range (radius). Communication can be symmetric (or bidirectional) if a

node u can communicate with a node v, and v can communicate with u or it can be asymmetric (or

unidirectional) if u can communicate with v but v cannot communicate with u. A node can monitor

a circular area through some sensing modules embedded with it, where the radius of the observed

circular area from the node is the sensing radius of the node. Typically, the communication radius

(CR) is greater than the sensing radius (SR) [41].
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1.1.2 Power consumption

As the sensors gather information from the environment, do some processing on them and transmit or

receive signals, they consume energy. The most power is consumed when sensors transmit information

and this power dissipation is a function of distance, that is, the general form of power dissipation is

given by P = dα + c where d is the distance between two sensors sending and receiving information,

c is a technology-dependent constant, and α (2 ≤ α ≤ 6) is the power-loss exponent [41]. Thus, it is

intuitive that the limited power of sensors can only be used to sense the environment and transmit

when the desired physical event occurs, and sensors can be put into sleep or switched off at other

times in order to conserve energy.

1.2 Organization

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins with the definition of localized processing and

then highlights the characteristics of localized processing with a generic example and its importance

in sensor networks. In section 3, the general system model and overview of the sensor networks are

provided. Section 4 is devoted to computational and algorithmic aspects of sensor networks focusing

on the collaboration activities of sensors towards achieving a global goal for some phenomenon of the

physical world. This section contains descriptions of different algorithms concerning computation and

cooperation of sensors for solving certain computational problems in sensor networks.

2 Localized processing

2.1 Definition and example

In this section, we give the definition of localized processing which is in fact one of the main techniques

for optimizing the valuable resources of sensors.

Base station (sink)

Sensors

CH

Local processing

object

Fig. 1: An example of how nodes locally communicate and send data to the sink.

By localized processing we mean that a node is allowed to make a small number of communications

with its neighbors which are 1-hop or 2-hops away from it to do some computations and/or make any
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decision without the global view of the network. Based on this local computation on the data gathered

by the neighbors and the node itself and through the coordination among them, it is hoped that the

network eventually achieve some global goal. For example, measuring the temperature of a certain

area for a certain period of time and sending back the data to the sink can be one of the typical

goals that can be achieved through localized processing. In fact, a localized algorithm is a special

case of distributed algorithms where each node executes its own algorithm and repeatedly exchanges

information with its neighbors to learn more about the network [44]. An example of a local processing

is shown in Figure 1. In this example, a subset of sensors (the filled circles) detect an object in

their territory and inform their cluster head (CH) of the presence and location of that object. Upon

receiving the signals from these sensors, the CH is expected to report the information back to the

sink. Only the sensors surrounding the object along with the cluster head are involved in detecting

the object, transmitting and receiving the signals to produce an estimate of the location of the object,

and finally sending the aggregated signal directly or via other CHs to the sink. This is a form of

localized processing where power saving is ensured by not involving distant sensors in the network

which are not concerned in detecting and routing the information of the event.

Localized processing, due to its efficiency in terms of power consumption, has become an important

research issue and there are many sensing applications or tasks that require the sensors to process data

cooperatively and combine information from multiple sources [36]. Here, the sources are the sensors

that detect some event of interest from the environment. On the contrary, in traditional centralized

sensing and signal processing systems, environmental phenomena sensed by sensors are relayed as

signals to the remote base stations for further processing [32]. If every sensor node has some data to

send to another node in the network, then there could be shortage of expensive bandwidth because of

the redundancy of data routed by every node. This is a well-known result in terms of wireless capacity

as established in [33]. From the energy point of view, transmitting raw data (without processing or

compressing) to distant nodes is wasteful of limited resources. In a networking context, localized and

decentralized systems instead of centralized systems appear as promising solutions to improve and

overcome the situations arising from centralized systems.

2.2 Why locality?

The deployment of hundreds of sensors over some geographic area increases the possibility of detecting

the same event or covering the same areas by closely placed sensors. That is, the data these densely

deployed sensors generate is expected to be highly correlated. Intuitively, if each individual node

starts sending its own sensed information towards the sink, then the overall lifetime of the network

will be reduced, since nodes will run out their batteries by sending unnecessary data, whereas they

could be switched off to conserve energy. Moreover, the network will experience bottlenecks with so

many communications, and the sink will receive redundant data. A scenario of this kind is depicted

in Figure 2.

Data from multiple sensors with overlapping sensing regions is almost always correlated. By utiliz-

ing the knowledge of correlation we can eliminate the overlapped data by processing it locally. Then

we can send only the optimum amount of data to the base station through multi-hop communication

which definitely saves some of the expensive and limited bandwidth of sensors. So, the purpose of

localized and collaborative processing is to combine the effect of localization among the sensors in

order to achieve a global result from the network [32]. The importance of such local processing in
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data sensed by sensors a, b and c

a

bc

sink

Fig. 2: Same data (denoted by the filled square) sensed by sensors a, b and c are
routed through three paths to the sink. But only sensor c could have sent the
data via its path to the sink keeping all the other sensors (a and b and all the
nodes in their paths) idle.

sensor networks has been proven fundamental and advantageous and current research activities are

focused on local algorithm design techniques.

2.3 System model

As the deployment of sensors and their network (topology) in the 2-D plane (flat region assumed) can

be compared with graphs where the nodes and the edges of the graph correspond to the sensors and

their links, we can use the algorithmic techniques of graph theory to address the problems of sensor

networks.

Sensor nodes with omnidirectional antennas transmit signals to communicate with other nodes for

the purpose of forming adjacencies, which in turn, form the connected network. As mentioned earlier,

for a node u, other nodes become its neighbors if they are within its transmission radius, r. This is the

general connectivity assumption among nodes. This assumption gives rise the most commonly used

graph model for sensors, called the Unit Disk Graph (UDG) [45]. Given a set of sensor nodes V ⊂ R2

distributed in a plane, the connectivity graph G = (V,E) is called a unit disk graph if for any two

nodes u, v ∈ V they are neighbors if their distance is at most 1 ({u, v} ∈ E ↔ |uv| ≤ 1). Here, |uv| is

the Euclidean distance between u and v. The transmission radius is normalized to 1. This model is

the simplest model possible since radio signals are susceptible to small obstacles (which are ignored)

and cannot form adjacencies if signals are interrupted by obstacles. However, most references follow

the assumption of the UDG model. The underlying assumption is that G is always connected.

There are a number of other graph models such as the Quasi Unit Disk Model (QUDG), Bounded

Independence Graph (BIG), the Unit Ball Graph (UBG), UDG with Distance Interference (UDI), etc.

A good discussion of these models and their influence on the design and performance of algorithms for
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sensor networks can be found in [44]. An example of the UDG and QUDG models is shown in Figure

3.

(a)

u

v

x

z

1

(b)

u

v w

1

w

y

ρ

Fig. 3: (a) Unit Disk Graph: node u is adjacent to node v (distance ≤ 1), but not
to node w (distance > 1). (b) Quasi Unit Disk Graph: Node u is always adjacent
to v (d(u, v) ≤ ρ)) but never to x (dist(u, x) > 1). All other nodes may or may
not be in u′s transmission range. Here node u is adjacent to w and y, but not to
z.

3 Computational problems in sensor networks

Sensor networks present a number of conceptual and optimization problems because of their applica-

tion in various fields. The set of problems ranges from sensor placement to extraction of meaningful

data from the environment. In this section, we describe some of the common computational problems

considered in sensor networks which deal with local computation among a subset of closely placed

sensors. When deployed in an environment, the sensors are expected to sense data, process the data

and send it to the sink according to the way they (the sensors) are programmed.

Most often the requests for certain data or information to be obtained from the environment are

sent to the sensors externally from a user in the form of queries. According to the demand and nature

of the queries, the requested data are detected, collected, measured and processed by the sensors from

the environment and sent back in the desired form to the user. In the following section, we give a

general idea about the structure of queries which are sent to individual sensors to perform sensing

about the event of interest.

3.1 Queries in Sensor Networks

The way sensors sense data can be classified into different categories. There are applications that

require nodes to sense data periodically at all times, e.g., the nodes can be programmed to sense the

temperature of a certain area at every 30 seconds or so for a certain number of days or weeks or more

or they can be used to compute functions like max, min, median, count related to certain natural

phenomena. These types of queries last longer in the network and are referred as continuous or long-

running queries. Another type of queries termed as short-term snapshot queries, occurs when the
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user wishes to obtain data at a given point of time, for example, “Retrieve the current light intensity

from a chemical plant”. Generally, queries are generated in the form of a standard SQL (Structured

Query Language) with some unique clauses suitable for sensor networks. An example [47] of this type

is given below:

SELECT AVG(R.Concentration)

FROM ChemicalSensor R

WHERE R.Loc in region

HAVING AVG(R.Concentration)>T

DURATION (now, now+3600)

EVERY 10

where the template of the query has standard database semantics except two new clauses, the DURA-

TION and the EVERY which are unique in sensor networks as they define the lifetime of a query and

the rate of query answers, respectively. Other types of problems require the sensors to be activated

or triggered and report to the sink when some “interesting” event (the presence of a foreign object, a

fire, an earthquake, etc.) occurs in the environment. Only that subset of sensors will be active if their

detected or measured value is greater than some predetermined threshold regarding the occurrence of

the incident. For example, in an object tracking application a subset of the sensors can be triggered

by the presence of an object when it is found in their territory. All other times they can be put into

sleep mode.

In the section that follows we provide, as the most common application of sensor networks, the

description of some algorithms of how sensors coordinate and cooperate among themselves to track a

moving object in some 2-dimensional field.

3.2 Object tracking

Localizing and tracking of moving objects (also called targets) is an important capability for a sensor

network and can be considered as a generic problem. This is because the tracking scenario raises

a number of fundamental information processing issues in distributed information discovery, repre-

sentation, communication, sensing, storage and querying [32]. Object tracking has many practical

applications especially in military battlefields, highway traffic monitoring, and facility security [48],

where it is essential for sensors to acquire local, partial and relatively crude information estimation

of targets. Most often the task of tracking objects is the result of a collaborative effort of a group of

nearby sensors who cooperatively estimate the track of a target in their territory. The purpose is to

obtain a good estimate of the trajectory of target objects x(t) from the individual measurements z(t)

of a group of sensors at time t.

The two issues that need to be taken care of for a successful sensor network operation are efficient

methods of exchanging information between sensors and collaborative signal processing between them

to gather useful information. Moreover, due to the energy limitation, at any instant of time, we can

employ as few sensors as possible to maintain and continue successful tracking.

3.2.1 Distributed Bayesian estimation

A query to track any moving object in the sensor field is passed to the individual sensors from the sink.

Tracking is aimed to obtain a close and good estimate of the target location from the measurement
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history of z(t) = {z(0), z(1), z(2), · · · , z(t)} [48] where each z(t) is measured by a sensor representing

the state of the moving object such as its position and/or velocity at time t. The authors in [48]

use Bayesian estimation for this problem, where an estimate x̂(z (t)) is wished to be as close as the

true value of the target state x(t) (the actual position and velocity of the object). For example, the

estimate x̂(z(t)) can be obtained from the measurement history which may represent the average of

the measurements. The aim is to minimize the average cost E[d(x̂(z (t)), x(t))], where d(., .) is a loss

function to measure the estimator performance. For instance, d(x̂, x) = |x̂ − x|2 measures the square

of norm-2 distance between the estimate and its true value. For this loss function, the estimate is

x̂
(t)
MMSE = E[x(t)|z(t)] =

∫
x(t)p(x(t)|z(t))dx(t)

The estimator x̂
(t)
MMSE is known as the minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) estimator. The

a posteriori distribution p(x(t)|z(t)) is known as the belief, that is, the posteriori distribution of x(t)

given the measurement history z(t)). The issue is to compute the belief efficiently. The belief is passed

from a previous leader (a leader is a representative sensor node of a cluster of nodes) to a new leader

to incorporate the new measurement z(t+1) of the new leader. This measurement z(t+1) or the new

position of the target x(t+1)may be independent of the past history z(t). Under these assumptions,

the new leader computes the new belief p(x(t+1)|z(t+1)) using the Bayes rule:

p(x(t+1)|z(t+1)) ∝ p(z(t+1)|x(t+1))p(x(t+1)|z(t))

= p(x(t+1)|z(t+1))

∫
p(x(t+1)|x(t))p(x(t)|z(t))dx(t)

In the above equation, p(x(t)|z(t)) is the belief inherited from the previous step; p(x(t+1)|z(t+1)) is

the likelihood of observation given target location and p(x(t+1)|x(t)) is related to vehicle dynamics.

Once the updated belief p(x(t+1)|z(t+1)) is computed it is transferred to the new leader which is a

neighbor of the previous leader. To which sensor to handoff the belief is crucial because otherwise

the less informative sensor will become the leader without giving much information about the target.

One method is to compute the mutual information between the current leader and its neighbors and

select the one which has the maximum mutual information indicating there is little overlapping of

information between them. The process of shipping the tracked data continues until it is sent back to

the querying node or the user. As implied above, the algorithm is distributed and sensors cooperatively

track the moving objects without having a global knowledge about the network. Each node is aware

only of its neighbors, communication is only between neighbors and computation of measurement and

update of belief is local.

3.2.2 Location-centric algorithms

In [49], the authors study the object tracking problem through a straightforward and simple way using

an energy detection algorithm. The algorithm is based on geographic-centric clusters of sensors where

a subset of sensors form a cluster, based on their geographic locations, called a cell. Each cluster has

a cluster head (CH) which coordinates signal processing and communication of sensors of that cell to

other cells. As some target enters in a cell the sensors of that cell detect the presence of that target

and report it to the CH at N successive time instants. Depending on the output signals from the
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sensors, the CH then estimates the possible location of the target at each time instant. One of the

algorithms used to estimate the location of the target, is by using the positions (the coordinates of

the sensors) of the sensors which supply their outputs to the CH. As the CH estimates the location

of the target at each time instant, the CH can compute the possible trajectory of the target by using

the estimates of the locations of the target computed in N time intervals. This prediction determines

which of the cells the target is likely to enter, and the current CH awakes the CH of the new cell.

Upon entering in a new cell, the sensors of the previous cell go to sleep and the sensors of the new cell

wake up and repeat the procedure. In order to localize the target the authors take advantage of the

equation

yi(t) = s(t)/|r(t) − ri|
α,

where yi(t) is the energy reading at sensor i, s(t) is the target signal energy, and r(t) is the location of

the target, all at time t, ri is the location of sensor i and α is the power loss exponent. At each time

instant, the algorithm computes yi(t)/yj(t) between all pairs of sensors in the cluster they belong to,

where each ratio defines a circle in which r(t) may reside. Among n sensor readings only n− 1 of the

total n(n − 1)/2 ratios are independent where all the circles intersect at a single point. See Figure 4

for an example.

a

d
c

b

Target object

sensor

Fig. 4: (a) Four sensors a, b, c, and d identify a target object ’X’ in their territory.

For instance, if we have four sensors detecting an object, we find,

y1/y2 = (r(t) − r2)
2/(r(t) − r1)

2; y1/y3 = (r(t) − r3)
2/(r(t) − r1)

2;

y1/y4 = (r(t) − r4)
2/(r(t) − r1)

2; y2/y3 = (r(t) − r3)
2/(r(t) − r2)

2;

y2/y4 = (r(t) − r4)
2/(r(t) − r2)

2; y3/y4 = (r(t) − r4)
2/(r(t) − r3)

2.

Obviously, the first three ratios (y1/y2, y1/y3, and y1/y4) are independent and other three ratios

can be derived from them. The unknown position r(t) is estimated by solving a nonlinear least squares

problem of the form

J(X,Y ) =
n∑

i=1

|(X − Oi,x)2 + (Y − Oi,y)
2 − ρ2

i |
2

where (X,Y ) , (Oi,x, Oi,y), and ρ are the target coordinates, center coordinates and the radius of the

circle associated with the ith ratio, respectively. The assumptions made in the paper may be violated
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in practice making the problem of target tracking more difficult. For example, the power loss exponent

may vary between sensors and the signal strength may also be a function of direction depending on

the locations of sensors.

3.2.3 Binary sensors

In [31], the authors offer a new idea of using binary sensors for tracking moving objects where the

sensors are supposed to provide only one-bit of information (hence called binary sensors) regarding

an object’s presence or absence in their vicinity. Depending on the output of the active sensors (those

producing 1 as output) their method determines the positions in the path of the target in the near

past and finds the line which best fits the path points. This line is used to estimate the target’s current

position. Basically this method estimates a target’s position at a given time as the weighted average of

the sensor positions. A higher weight is given to a sensor close to the target. Since the active sensors

keep track of how long they have been watching the target in their vicinity, their method can make

a rough estimate of the velocity of the target with the detection duration of the sensors. The idea

depends on the assumption of a straight line trajectory of the moving object and constant velocity of

the target. The assumption of a straight line trajectory and constant velocity is rather weak since in

a real world situation the path followed by an object may not be a straight line and the velocity is

not always constant.

3.2.4 Other algorithms

In [30], a location-centric approach is advocated to perform collaborative sensing and target tracking.

The idea is to develop programming abstractions that provide addressing and communication between

localized geographic regions (cells) within the network rather than individual sensors. Cells are made

dynamically along the trajectory of the moving object. No hints are given about the size of a cell and

its effect on the overall object tracking scenario but it is assumed that the cell size is a function of

observed target velocity. Although the authors demand that the algorithms are applicable to track

multiple objects, the primary assumption is that the objects must remain far apart from each other in

order to avoid interference of signals. The authors in [29] present a self-organized distributed target

tracking algorithm with predictions based on Pheromones, Baysian and Kalman Filter techniques.

They consider the object tracking problem a as two-tier process: (i) clusters of nodes locally estimate

parameters used in object tracking (i.e., time, class, position, and heading), and (ii) local parameter

association forms inter-cluster tracks. However, the algorithms assume that the trajectory of the

moving object is linear.

3.2.5 Open problems

Extending the problem of single-object tracking to multiple-object tracking and classifying is more

challenging. Although a few approaches have been proposed towards solving the multiple-object track-

ing problem, those are computationally expensive, require extensive communication in the network

when new observations are made, and require a significant amount of storage for the representation

of distribution over all data associations. When multiple targets are far apart from each other, the

network can partition itself into a number of sub-networks, which are solved simultaneously, each as

a single object tracking problem. Difficulty arises when targets come closer to each other which re-

quires sophisticated techniques to solve the source separation and data association problems. The key
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problem that needs to be addressed is the interference between signals from different targets as they

come in close proximity. It would be interesting to come up with solutions which can correctly classify

multiple objects at the cost of relatively few transmissions among the sensors, effectively avoiding the

combinatorial explosion caused by data associations among multiple targets.

Another important issue in single-object or multiple-object tracking, is that many techniques

depend on prior statistical information about the signals. However, the statistical information is

heavily influenced, and can be easily corrupted, by the harsh nature of the environment. Moreover,

the way in which the sensors are deployed, one can expect a significant fraction of the devices to be

either non-operational or malfunctioning. That is why it is desirable to design algorithms that are

robust in the face of a large number of device failures and adaptive to variations in environmental

conditions (for example, the presence of a strong wind can affect the acoustic measurements of sensors

and introduce errors) that influence the signals measured or sensed by sensors. Moreover, the effect

of Doppler shifts can play significant roles in acoustic and seismic measurements due to the relatively

slow speed of wave propagations in such modalities [49].

3.3 Coverage and Connectivity

The coverage and connectivity problem in sensor networks is one of the significant issues that has

received much attention in recent years. The main focus of this problem is to determine how well a

given area is observed by a network of sensors, that is, the concern is whether all the points of an area

of ‘interest’ are monitored by the sensors. This is much like the Art Gallery Problem which deals with

finding the minimum number of guards (observers) to guard the entire gallery so that every point in

the gallery is covered by at least one guard. In general, the coverage problem not only attempts to

determine whether the given area is fully covered but also provides an answer to the level of coverage

of points, i.e., whether the points are covered by one or more sensors. The basic idea is to devise

algorithms that would determine whether the whole area of interest is covered by a small or possibly

minimum connected subset of sensors. The issue of energy saving can also be considered by these

algorithms by turning off the nodes which are not included in the minimum subset. They can later

be turned on when the active sensors monitoring the area run out of their energy. In this section, we

describe different algorithms for solving coverage and connectivity problems and mention the relative

advantages and disadvantages of these algorithms. We also discuss interesting and open problems

regarding coverage and connectivity issues in sensor networks raised from this research.

3.3.1 Perimeter-coverage and Best-coverage problem

In [50], the authors formulate the coverage problem as a decision problem, in which the goal is to

determine whether every point in the given service area, A, is covered by at least k-sensors (k is a

constant). The algorithm answers ‘Yes’ if any point in A is within the range of each of the k sensors

else the answer is ‘No’. The authors solve the problem of coverage by showing that the area of interest

A is k-covered if and only if each sensor in the network is k-perimeter-covered. The perimeter-coverage

of a sensor is defined as follows: a point p on the perimeter of sensor si is perimeter-covered by sensor

sj if this point is within the range of sj. The point is called k-perimeter-covered if it is covered by

at least k sensors other than si. Polynomial algorithms in terms of the number of sensors have been

offered as solutions, where the sensors can locally compute whether all the points on their perimeter

are k-covered. These algorithms have a typical running time of O(nd log d), where d is the maximum
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number of sensors whose sensing ranges intersect the sensing range of a sensor and n is the total

number of sensors.

A variant of the coverage problem called the best-coverage problem was introduced in [28], and

is defined as finding a path P in a network connecting two points s and t, which maximizes the

smallest detection probability (observability) of all on points on the path. The authors also define the

worst-coverage problem which calls for finding a path that maximizes the distance of the path to all

sensor nodes. This implies how well the path P is protected by the sensors. Although they developed

polynomial solutions to the best-coverage problem using Delaunay triangulations, these algorithms

are centralized and they do not provide any justification why the search space should be confined

to the Delaunay triangulation for finding such paths. The construction of Delaunay triangulation is

centralized.

The best-coverage problem is later studied in [27] and an efficient distributed algorithm for this

problem is given where the authors take into consideration that the sensing ability diminishes as the

distance from a sensor increases. They actually show how to find a best-coverage path with the least

energy consumption. The idea is based on the relative neighborhood graph (RNG) consisting of all

edges uv ∈ E such that there is no point w ∈ V with edges uw and wv in E satisfying |uw| < |uv|

and |vw| < |uv|. As a preprocessing step, RNG is constructed first in a distributed manner in

O(n log n) time. Following this, the distributed shortest path algorithm (the Bellman-Ford algorithm)

is applied between two nodes s (source) and t (destination); it also runs in O(n log n) time to find

the best-coverage path. It is shown that the best-coverage path only uses the edges of the relative

neighborhood graph. Although the authors of [28] did not prove why their algorithm correctly works

for the best-coverage problem, the authors in [27] did actually prove the correctness of the algorithm.

3.3.2 Area-dominating set

Assuming that the sensing radius of each sensor is the same as its transmission radius and that the

sensors know their geographical positions, a localized solution has been proposed in [26] to solve the

area-dominating set problem. The problem is to find the smallest subset of sensors that covers the

monitored area. The decision is based on time rounds where the network lifetime is divided into a set

of equal time rounds. The idea is that each sensor selects a time interval and at the end of the interval

if the node sees that its neighbors (that have not sent any ‘withdrawal message’) together cover its

monitoring area, it sends a ‘withdrawal message’ to all its neighbors and goes into the sleep mode.

Otherwise, the node remains active and does not transmit any message. This process is repeated

periodically to allow changes in the monitoring status of the sensors. Although the algorithm is local,

it has some problems. For example, some active neighbors may die without any notice and may not

activate, believing that the sensor is alive and monitoring. Moreover, the covering sensors may not be

connected and thus reporting to a monitoring station may not succeed.

Several improvements have been offered in [25] to the algorithm in [26]. The basic assumption in

[25] is that the transmission radius is more than twice the sensing radius, which is different from the

assumption made in [26]. The authors in [25] introduce the notion of effective neighborhood of sensors

in order to tackle the problems mentioned above. For a sensor si and its neighbors sj and sk, if the

intersection of the sensing circles of si and sk is completely covered by the intersection of the sensing

circles of si and sj, then sj is called an effective neighbor and sk is not an effective neighbor of si as

shown in Figure 5(a). A sensor’s sensing area is covered completely by its effective neighbors if and

only if the segment of each effective neighbor is perimeter covered by si’s other effective neighbors as
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Fig. 5: (a) An example where sj is an effective neighbor of si and (b) shows how
the sensing area of a sensor is covered by its effective neighbors.

shown in Figure 5(b). In this figure, the sensing area of node 1 is fully covered by its effective neighbors

since each segment of sensor 1’s effective neighbor lying in 1’s sensing area is perimeter covered by 1’s

other effective neighbors. If the sensing area of a sensor is covered, it then decides to sleep. Because of

the distributed nature of the algorithm, sensors apply a random backoff before making such a decision

(whether to be active or go into sleep mode) since two neighbors can evaluate the algorithm at the

same time. The proposed algorithm can reduce overall system energy consumption, and therefore

increase network system lifetime, by turning off some redundant nodes. However, the algorithm has

some restricting assumptions such as all the sensors are time-synchronized, transmission range of a

sensor is at least twice the sensing range and each sensor needs to know its geographical position.

In order to reduce some computation while retaining the main idea of dividing the network lifetime

into rounds, the perimeter coverage criterion was replaced by a computationally more efficient criterion

relative to covering intersection points of two circles inside a given circle in [24]. The authors in [24]

also relax the restriction of the ratio of sensing and communication radii SR and CR, respectively (in

[25], CR ≥ 2SR), and consider general ratios. The idea of this paper for full coverage of an area is

as follows: if there are at least two covering circles and any intersection point of two covering circles

inside the sensing area is covered by a third covering circle, then the sensing area is fully covered.

This can be interpreted in other words. A disk d is fully covered by other disks if and only if every

intersection point of two disks d1 and d2 inside d is covered by another disk d3. An example of such

a scenario is shown in Figure 5 (b) where any intersection point between any two circles inside circle

1 is covered by a third circle and thus circle 1 is fully covered. The advantage of this idea is that it

is able to quickly decide whether the sensing area of a sensor is covered and works for any ratio of

sensing and communicating radii. Furthermore, it is shown that the communication overhead is very

low and no neighbor discovery phase is needed which demonstrate robustness when message collisions

are considered in high density sensor deployment.
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3.3.3 Open problems

The sensor coverage problem can be extended further in several ways to yield many interesting unsolved

problems. For example, in a sensor network we may wish to find the areas which are insufficiently

covered meaning that the points in this area are not k-covered. This is interesting because it is

important to identify some less covered regions in order to provide or insert more sensors to these

areas to obtain more coverage. By contrast with the insufficient coverage issue, a sensor network may

be overly covered by too many sensors in certain areas. If that is the case, then we may turn off

the redundant sensors to save energy and, later when the other sensors run out their energy, those

sensors can be turned on. Moreover, in certain applications, we can consider that some areas are more

important than others which are called hot spots. Identifying hot spots in some networks is crucial;

for example, in battlefields some areas need more attention than other areas. In such a situation, we

can deploy more sensors and have greater vigilance.

Most of the algorithms assume that the sensors know their geographical locations and are time-

synchronized. It would be an interesting result if the coverage problem along with its extensions (men-

tioned above) can be solved without considering these idealistic assumptions. This is because equip-

ping hundreds of sensors with GPS is quite expensive while assuming sensors are time-synchronized is

rather a strong assumption. Also, it is not enough to consider coverage alone when deploying a sensor

network: connectivity must also be considered. This is because some moderate loss in coverage can be

tolerated by some applications, but loss in connectivity can be severe. A monitoring node A is only

allowed to switch off if its sensing area is covered by a connected set of its neighbors. Suppose the

neighbors of A are not all connected but they all together cover the sensing area of A. In that case, if

one of the neighbors B, which is not connected with the other neighbors of A but monitors some part

of the sensing area of A, fails or malfunctions then there is no way for other neighbors of A to know

this. As a result, part of the area which was being monitored by B would remain uncovered. See

Figure 6 where sensor a’s sensing area is covered by a set of disconnected and connected neighbors.
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(a)

Fig. 6: (a) Sensor a’s sensing area is covered by a set of disconnected neighbors
and (b) covered by a set of connected neighbors.
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3.4 Data Gathering

The data gathering problem in sensor networks focuses on the systematic gathering and transmission

of sensed data to the base station for further processing. As raw data are gathered by sensors from

the environment and sent to the base station, it is wished that the data in the base station satisfy

(in terms of completeness and timeliness of data) users who initiated the queries in the network. At

the same time, the overall energy expenditure of the whole network should be minimized during the

collection, processing, and transmission of sensed data from the sensors to the base station. The goals

are contradictory because providing an acceptable level of accurate and adequate data requires more

communication among sensors with the expense of more energy. Nonetheless, in order to achieve

some trade-off between the two contradictory goals, a fair amount of research has been conducted in

recent times. In this section, we highlight some of the research works that have addressed the data

aggregation issue with the consideration of energy saving aspect of sensor networks.

3.4.1 Maximum lifetime data gathering

In [23], the authors consider the data gathering problem in the following way: given the location of

sensors and the available energy of each sensor, it is desired to find an efficient way in which the data

should be collected from all the sensors and transmitted to the base station, such that the system

lifetime is maximized. This is called the maximum lifetime data gathering problem. A distributed

algorithm is proposed for this problem under two different scenarios: (a) sensors are allowed to perform

in-network aggregation of data packets, and (b) no sensors are allowed to aggregate its data packets

with that of another sensor. For the first scenario, the authors design an integer linear programming

approach in which they maximize the system lifetime, T , which is the number of rounds until the first

node is drained of its energy. In each round, a sensor i is allowed to send one packet p of data to its

neighbor j, who in turn aggregates its own data packet with p and sends the aggregated data packet

to its neighbor k. A schedule, S is defined which specifies, for each round, how the data packets from

all the sensors are collected and transmitted to the base station. A schedule can be thought of as

a collection of T directed trees, each rooted at the base station and spanning all the sensors, i.e., a

schedule has one tree for each round. The schedule S induces a flow network, G = (V,E), which is

a directed graph having as nodes all the sensors and the base station and having edges (i, j) with

capacity fi,j where fi,j represents the number of data packets that can be sent from sensor i to sensor

j. Then, they consider their maximum lifetime data gathering problem as to find a flow network G

with maximum flow T , that allows each sensor to push flow T to the base station and formulate it

as an integer linear programming under the constraints of the flow conservation principle, capacity

constraints, and energy availability of sensors.

This scenario is useful when sensors have correlated data since this allows sensors to compress data

from other sensors and send the result to the base station. The second scenario applies when the data

are not correlated, and consequently the sensors are not allowed to aggregate their data packets. For

example, when video images are sent by sensors from distant regions of battlefields, we do not need to

aggregate data to intermediate sensors. This type of situation can be handled in almost the same way

as the first problem of data gathering with aggregation, without any sensors requiring to aggregate

data.

The experimental results presented in that paper [23] demonstrate that the proposed algorithm

significantly outperforms previous data gathering methods like PEGASIS [21] and LEACH [22] in
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terms of system lifetime. The limitation of the method is that it is computationally expensive for

large sensor networks since in each round it has to compute the maximum flow network. Moreover,

the algorithm assumes that a sensor is permitted to aggregate its own data with that of any sensor

of the network, but in reality this is not always true. It would be more reasonable to assume that a

sensor can aggregate its data with the data from certain sensors only. For example, a node is only

allowed to aggregate its data with the data of its children. Another problem is the delay experienced

in the network. The depth of a data gathering schedule gives an estimate of the average delay that

is incurred in sending data packets from any sensor to the base. It would be an interesting problem

to consider the tradeoff between the delay constraints for individual sensors and the lifetime achieved

by the system.

3.4.2 Distributed aggregation

A distributed randomized algorithm is proposed in [20] for data aggregation (computing aggregates

like average, sum, minimum, or maximum) in sensor networks. The algorithm is based on random

grouping, where in each round, each node independently becomes a group leader with a certain

probability, and then invites its neighbor to join the group. Then all the members in a group update

their values with the locally derived aggregate (average, minimum, etc.) of the group. Through

this randomized process, the authors show that all the values progressively converge to the correct

aggregate value. The main idea is to reach a global aggregate value from the values collected locally

through repeated execution of their Distributed Random Grouping (DRG) algorithm. The results

of this work give an upper bound on the expected number of rounds needed for all nodes running

DRG to converge to the global value. Each execution of the algorithm is considered a round. Other

advantages of this method are that, it works well under all topologies (where certain other techniques

like flooding, can not converge to the correct global average in grid topology), and is robust against

changes from link/node failures. There are a number of limitations of their technique. The algorithm

is synchronized, that is, rounds are divided into synchronous time slots. It is not deterministic and

finally, the expected number of rounds is input sensitive since it depends on a number of factors,

namely the underlying graph topology, the grouping probability, the accuracy requirement, and the

initial value distribution of sensor nodes.

3.4.3 Correlation and probabilistic aggregation

The authors of [19] suggest an approach based on correlation of data among sensors for the data aggre-

gation problem where the network provides periodic estimates of the environment. They consider the

problem of finding the ‘maximum’ value of some physical phenomenon, like temperature or humidity.

The algorithm is distributed and it mainly depends on the spatial-temporal correlation of sensor’s val-

ues which is leveraged to make the estimates of the aggregated descriptions of the environment. The

smaller the desired accuracy of the estimates, the more power or energy can be saved by exchanging

fewer messages. The main idea is that each node makes an estimate based on its local measurement

of the physical process, and then decides whether to send this aggregated estimate to its neighbor. At

each period, a node generates a value which is the mean of the estimated ‘max’ of the physical process

and its variance and combines them with the global estimate. When a node receives an estimate from

its neighbor, it fuses its own estimate with that of its neighbor and decides to transmit the combined

new estimate only if it brings significant changes to its neighbor’s estimate.
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A method is developed in [19] for finding a threshold that determines when a node should transmit

its new value to its neighbor. The higher the value of threshold, the lower the accuracy the smaller

the transmission and the larger energy saving. An advantage of this algorithm is that there is no

need for time synchronization between nodes and there is no requirement on the number of messages

a node should receive. However, this method is computationally expensive, as each sensor needs to

compute a covariance matrix in every time period and sends the matrix to its neighbor when the

global aggregated description is a vector quantity.

In order to put more emphasis on energy saving while maintaining the quality of aggregated data, a

technique based on dynamically changing a subset of nodes is proposed in [18]. This technique is useful

for applications requiring a continuous supply of data from some physical process. In that paper, the

authors present a probabilistic and localized approach. Their idea is to collect data from a dynamically

changing subset of nodes called sampler nodes and predict data for other non-sampler nodes. First,

they form clusters on the basis of nodes’ close readings or measurements about some physical process.

Then they further group nodes within each cluster into subclusters with the sensors having highly

correlated readings. In the next step, a sensor is selected from each subcluster. The subset of these

sensors thus forms the sampler subset. A probabilistic model is then chosen for each subcluster so

that the prediction of the readings of the non-sampler sensors can be made by the sampler node

without allowing the non-sampler sensors to transmit their readings. The parameters of the model

are determined from the recent sample readings of the non-sampler nodes. The algorithm effectively

reduces the number of nodes used to transmit data and thus decreases the energy consumption rate

of the network and increases the overall network lifetime.

The main limitation of this method is that for large networks, running the cluster formation

algorithm frequently takes a large number of messages to be exchanged and thus causes interference

and retransmissions. Moreover, forming subclusters within clusters also suffers from the same effect

of interference. The authors do not mention how often the algorithm should run and when to stop or

what happens when a sampler node in a subcluster runs out of energy.

3.4.4 Open problems

A significant amount of energy is exploited in sensing, processing, sharing, and transmission of data

among the nodes in the network. In data aggregation, one should put emphasis on the quality of

gathered data as well as the efficiency of the energy saving strategies. For large networks, sending a

query and getting the reply back depends on many factors, for example, the size of clusters, depth

of the aggregation tree, node or link failure, corrupted data, and signal interference, etc. For certain

applications [23], after sending a query if the reply of the query takes a lot of time to reach to the

base (due to the hop-distance of the tree), the reply might have no use at that time it reached to

the base or if certain nodes fail to propagate the query (or reply) then the user may never get the

answer in time. It would be a nice direction of research to find a way of providing as much reliable and

timely data as possible in the face of such difficulties. For many data aggregation applications [20],

algorithms are designed to run in synchronized time slots which ensure less signal interference and fewer

message collision and quick delivery of queries. However, in large networks, this assumption seriously

affects the implementation of these algorithms as maintaining synchronization is quite difficult and

practically infeasible. Thus, it will be interesting to seek robust and distributed algorithms with

reasonable assumptions for data gathering problems that guarantee the availability and completeness

of requested data with enhanced system lifetime.
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3.5 Geometric problems in sensor networks

Sensors, when deployed in the environment, organize themselves in some connected structure in order

to operate efficiently and effectively. The basic form of organization implies that the nodes build a

connected structure following, most probably, the construction of a Unit Disk Graph (UDG). Such

a network consisting of a set of sensors distributed in a two-dimensional plane is always assumed

to be connected with high probability [17]. By utilizing the properties of the UDG of the network,

we can suitably apply many well-known geometric algorithms such as finding shortest paths between

two nodes, constructing low-weighted structure of the network (e.g, RNG, modified RNG, GG, etc.),

determining connected dominating set, finding energy optimal routes between two nodes, preserving

connectivity with reduction of degrees in nodes, and so on. In this section, we aim to describe some

algorithms for solving such problems as indicated above and address some open problems related to

the geometry of organization of sensor networks.

3.5.1 Geometric structures

Before we go into details in discussing some algorithms, we review some well-known geometric struc-

tures and provide a number of definitions and terminologies as they are used in the literature for

evaluating the performance of these algorithms in finding energy efficient structures in sensor net-

works for broadcasting and multicasting operations. The definitions include spanners, power stretch

factor, low-weighted structure, relative neighborhood graph, Gabriel graph, independent set, and

connected dominating set.

Spanners: Let G = (V,E) be an n vertex connected weighted graph. The distance in G between

two vertices u, v ∈ V is the total weight length of the shortest path between u and v is denoted by

dG(u, v). A subgraph H = (V,E ′ ⊂ E) is a t-spanner of G if, for every u, v ∈ V , dH(u, v) ≤ t.dG(u, v).

The value of t is called the stretch factor [1].

Power stretch factor: Consider a path from u to v, p = v0, v1, · · · , vk where u = v0 and v = vk

in G. The total power P consumed by this path, is defined as P =
∑k

i=1 |vi−1vi|
β. Let PG(u, v) be the

least energy consumed by all paths connecting nodes u and v in G. A subgraph H of G has a power

stretch factor ρH(G) if ρH(G) = maxu,v∈V PH(u, v)/PG(u, v) [1].

Low-weighted Structure: Given a graph G over a set of points, let ω(G) be the total length of

the links in G and ωβ(G) be the total power needed to support all links in G, i.e., ωβ(G) =
∑

uv∈G |uv|β

where |uv|β is the amount of power needed to support link uv. A structure G is called low-weighted if

ω1(G) is within a constant factor of ω1(MST ) [1]. For simplicity we may omit the subscript 1 when

β = 1 .

u v v

(b)(a)

u

Fig. 7: (a) The lune (dashed area) using edge uv is empty of other nodes for
RNG. (b) The edge uv is in GG since the circle with diameter uv does not
contain any other nodes.
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Relative Neighborhood Graph and Gabriel Graph:

The Relative Neighborhood Graph of G, denoted by RNG(G), is a subgraph consisting of all

edges uv for any points u and v such that there is no point w ∈ V with edges uw and wv satisfying

|uw| < |uv| and |vw| < |uv|.

Let disk(u, v) be the disk with diameter uv. The Gabriel graph GG(G) contains an edge uv from

G if and only if disk(u, v) contains no other vertex w ∈ V . It is well known that both RNG and GG

have O(n) edges and contain the Euclidean minimum spanning trees as subgraphs. See Figure 7.

Connected Dominating Set and Independent Set:

A subset S of V is a dominating set if each node u ∈ V is in S or is adjacent to some node

v ∈ S. A subset C of V is a connected dominating set (CDS) if C is a dominating set and induces

a connected subgraph. A dominating set with minimum cardinality is called a minimum dominating

set, denoted by MDS. Similarly, a connected dominating set with minimum cardinality is called a

minimum connected dominating set (MCDS). The nodes in a dominating set are called dominators

and those not in the dominating set are called dominatees. A subset of V is an independent set if,

for any pair of vertices, no edge is between them. An independent set is a maximal independent set

(MIS) if no more vertices can be added to the set to generate a larger independent set. An MIS is a

dominating set.

3.5.2 Topology control and broadcasting

In a typical wired network, the topology is fixed throughout the network lifetime unless there are

physical damages in nodes and/or wires of the network. However, in a sensor network the scenario

is quite different where the topology of a network depends on the transmission power of individual

sensors and the topology in such a network can be changed upon the adjustment of transmission

power of sensors. The underlying goal of topology control in wireless sensor networks is to maintain

network connectivity, optimize network lifetime, and make it possible to design power-efficient routing

[12, 13, 8, 10, 11, 14]. We expect the spanner, the derived topology from the original graph, to contain

only a linear number of links because restricting the size of the network is very important in reducing

the overall power consumption of the network and the amount of transmission of routing information.

Broadcasting is a communication paradigm that allows to send data packets from a source to

multiple receivers or in some cases to all the nodes in the network. A significant amount of the

expensive bandwidth and the limited power of nodes will be wasted unless we control unnecessary

transmissions or flooding of packets. Thus, the primary objective of broadcasting is to allow only a

small subset of nodes (more specifically, minimum connected dominating set) to relay packets and

ensure that the packets be received by all the nodes in an efficient way. This guarantees a limited

number of transmissions of messages and consumes minimum total transmission power in the network.

Towards this goal, a number of research works have [3, 5, 6, 7, 14, 15, 13] pursued in recent years

to devise distributed methods and techniques to approximate minimum connected dominating sets

(MCDS) of nodes for broadcasting through a virtual backbone in sensor networks. In the following

subsections we discuss some methods for topology control and broadcasting in sensor networks.

3.5.3 Low-weighted structure

A locally constructed structure known as the low-weighted modified relative neighborhood graph has

been introduced in [1]. The idea is based on a simple modification of the original RNG. However,
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RNG may have unbounded node degree, e.g., considering n − 1 points equally distributed on the

circle centered at the nth point v, the degree of v is n − 1. For the sake of lowering the weight of

a structure, the structure should contain as few edges as possible without breaking the connectivity.

The construction of modified RNG which is sparser than RNG is as follows: given RNG, first they

construct a graph called RNG’. The RNG’ consists of all edges such that (1) the interior of lune(u, v)

(the intersection of two circles centered on u and v with radius uv) contains no points w ∈ V and,

(2) there is no point w ∈ V with ID(w) < ID(v) on the boundary of lune(u, v) and |wv| < |uv|, and

(3) there is no point w ∈ V with ID(w) < ID(u) on the boundary of lune(u, v) and |wu| < |uv| and,

(4) there is no point w ∈ V on the boundary of lune(u, v) with ID(w) < ID(v), ID(w) < ID(u) and

|wv| = |uv|. Here ID(u) means the ID of a sensor, which is generally an integer.

See Figure 8 for RNG’ where an edge uv is not included in the modified relative neighborhood

graph. After the RNG’ is constructed, each node u locally broadcasts its incident edges in RNG’ to its

one-hop neighbors and also listens to them. Assume u receives a message from its neighbor x about

the existence of edge xy. For each edge uv in RNG’, if uv is the longest among uv, xy, ux, and vy,

then node u removes edge uv. The final structure, denoted by H, is formed by all remaining edges of

RNG’.

The authors show that H is a bounded degree, planar, and connected structure and the total edge

length is within a constant factor of that of the minimum spanning tree, i.e., ω(H) = O(ω(MST )).

Their method is local, uses only O(n) messages to build such structure and every node uses only its

two-hop information. Although the total edge length of this structure is within a constant factor of

that of the MST , the energy consumption using this structure is within O(nβ−1) of the optimum,

i.e., ωβ(H) = O(nβ−1). ωβ(MST ). The interesting thing of their structure H is that it is better than

the previously best-known sparse structure RNG in energy consumption where RNG uses O(n) times

the total energy used by H. That is, ωβ(RNG) = O(nβ). ωβ(MST ). The main application of this

structure lies in efficient broadcasting in wireless networks. However, for broadcasting, as mentioned

above the method cannot achieve a constant factor energy consumption of the optimum structure of

MST . To find such a structure that has a constant factor energy consumption is still an open problem

.

3.5.4 Structure based on LMSTk

The computational cost for the construction of H is high since for each link uv ∈ RNG ′, node u has

to test whether there is an edge xy ∈ RNG′ and x ∈ N1(u) such that uv is the longest among uv, xy,

ux, and vy. In order to improve the computational complexity, a method based on local minimum

spanning tree (LMST) is proposed in [10] that finds a sparse energy-efficient structure for message

broadcasting. The construction of this structure is as follows: each node u first collects its one-hop

neighbors N1(u). Node u then computes the minimum spanning tree MST (N1(u)) of the induced

unit disk graph on its one-hop neighbors N1(u). Node u keeps a directed edge uv if and only if uv

is an edge in MST (N1(u)). The union of all directed edges of all the nodes is known as the local

minimum spanning tree, denoted by LMST1. Actually, according to the construction this is a graph

not a tree. If only symmetric edges are kept, then the graph is called LMST −

1 , i.e., it has an edge

if and only if both directed edge uv and vu exist. Ignoring the directions of the edges in LMST1,

they call the graph LMST +
1 , i.e., it has an edge uv if either edge uv or vu exists. It is shown in [10]

that the graph LMST−

1 and LMST +
1 are planar, connected, and have bounded degree (6). Later

the definition of one-hop LMST is generalized to k-hop neighbors and LMSTk is shown to be the
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Fig. 8: (a) RNG and (b) modified RNG called RNG’.

union of all edges of all minimum spanning trees MST (Nk(u)). An important result of their paper

is that MST ⊆ LMSTk ⊆ RNG′. For k = 2, although LMSTk has some properties such as being

planar, bounded degree, and low-weighted, the communication cost of building LMST2 is very large.

This is because a large number of message transmissions are required for collecting two-hop neighbors’

information N2(u) for each node.

In order to increase energy savings in broadcasting, it is expected that only a small subset of nodes

will be engaged in broadcasting messages to get the messages to all the nodes in the network. And

the nodes outside the subset will only receive but not transmit messages. This leads to the problem

of finding connected dominating set (CDS) where the nodes in the set are responsible for transmitting

all the messages in the network. In the following section, we review some distributed methods that

approximate minimum connected dominating sets (MCDS) for unit disk graph.

3.5.5 Distributed dominating set

For general graphs some randomized distributed algorithms based on a synchronous model of com-

putation are presented in [7] for the minimum dominating set problem that run in polylogarithmic

time and are independent of the diameter of the network. These algorithms return a dominating set

of size within in a logarithmic factor of the optimum with high probability. The algorithm runs in

O(log n log(∆ + 1)) (∆ is the largest degree over all nodes in the graph) rounds with high probabil-

ity. Each round involves a constant number of message exchanges among any two neighbors. The

computed dominating set is within O(log ∆)-approximation ratio in expectation and within O(log n)-

time with high probability. An open problem that arises from their research is to see whether a
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distributed deterministic algorithm exists for O(log n)-time and O(log ∆)-approximation ratio for the

MDS problem. It would be interesting to determine the best approximation-time tradeoff achievable

by a deterministic distributed algorithm.

The algorithm proposed in [6] is based on some pruning technique for finding a connected domi-

nating set in UDG. First, they find a connecting dominating set and then prune out certain redundant

nodes from the CDS. The initial CDS, C contains all nodes that have at least two non-adjacent neigh-

bors. A node u is said to be locally redundant if it has either a neighbor in C with larger ID which

dominates all other neighbors of u or two adjacent neighbors with larger IDs which together dominate

all other neighbors of u. Their algorithm then keeps removing all locally redundant nodes from C. It is

shown that the algorithm works well in practice when the nodes are distributed uniformly. The main

limitation of their algorithm is its high approximation ratio, which could be as high as n/2, where n

is the number of nodes.

In [5], a distributed construction of a connected dominating set (CDS) is presented following a

particular clustering scheme where the CDS consists of two types of nodes: the clusterheads (domi-

nators) and the border-nodes. Initially all nodes are considered white. The status of a node, after the

clustering method finishes, could be a dominator with color black or dominatee with color gray. Each

node has a unique parameter called rank which is an ordered pair of its degree and its location. The

ranks of all nodes give rise to a total ordering of all nodes.

B

Q

R
U

P

Fig. 9: Node U and B are clusterheads and P , Q, and R are border-nodes.

The algorithm works in the following way: At each step, all white nodes which have the lowest

rank among all white neighbors are colored black, and the white neighbors are colored gray. The

ranks of the white nodes are updated if necessary. A white node claims itself to be a dominator

(clusterhead) if it has the smallest ID among all of its white neighbors, if there is any, and broadcasts

IamDominator to its 1-hop neighbor. A white node receiving IamDominator message marks

itself as dominatee and broadcasts IamDominatee to its 1-hop neighbors. The set of dominators

generated by the above method is actually a maximal independent set (MIS). After the clusterhead

nodes are selected, the border-nodes are selected to connect them. A node is border-node if it is not

a clusterhead (dominator) and there are at least two clusterheads within its two-hop neighborhood.

The border-nodes are used to connect the dominators and they together (the border-nodes and the

dominators) form the connected dominating set. Here the assumption is that each node knows the

IDs of all its 1-hop neighbors, which can be achieved if each node broadcasts its ID to its neighbors

initially. An illustration of the clusterheads and the border-nodes is shown in Figure 9.

In the worst case, the algorithm exhibits an approximation ratio of n/2. If only IDs are used as

ranks, which remain unchanged throughout the process, both the time complexity and the message
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complexity of this algorithm are Θ(n). But the inclusion of node degrees in the ranks involves a

significant number of messages to be exchanged (message complexity in the worst case is O(n2))

because the degrees of nodes can change frequently in large and dynamic networks causing a lot of

huge rank updates.

In order to overcome these limitations a new distributed algorithm for finding CDS is proposed in

[3]. The main features of this method include a good approximation factor of at most 8, O(n) time

complexity, and O(n log n) message complexity. One of the important results established in the paper is

that Ω(n log n) is shown to be the lower bound on the message complexity of any distributed algorithm

for nontrivial CDS. They achieve the message optimality following the leader-election algorithm in

[16]. The method for CDS consists of two phases which construct a maximal independent set (MIS)

first and then a dominating tree. They define the rank of a node which is the combination of its ID

and its level (number of hops to the root of the spanning tree). Initially all nodes are colored white.

The labelling process (coloring the nodes either black or gray) begins from the root and finishes at the

leaves. The node with the lowest rank marks itself as black and broadcasts a DOMINATOR message

to its neighbor. The marking process then continues with the following rules:

1. If the first message that a node receives is a DOMINATOR message, it marks itself gray and

declares itself as a dominatee by sending a DOMINATEE message.

2. Whenever a node receives a DOMINATEE message from all its lower rank neighbors, it marks

itself black and sends a DOMINATOR message.

The marking process finishes when it reaches the leaf nodes. The set of black nodes form an MIS.

In the second phase, a CDS is constructed which represents spanning all the black nodes by using

INVITE and JOIN messages. Actually, the CDS is constructed in such a way that the nodes in the

CDS form a tree called dominating tree. Initially, the root joins the CDS and broadcasts an INVITE

message. The INVITE message is relayed to all two-hop neighbors out of the current CDS. When a

black node receives the INVITE message for the first time, it joins the dominating tree together with

the gray node, which relayed the message. It then sends a JOIN message. The process terminates

until all the black nodes join the CDS.

The following example shows how their algorithm works. See Figure 10. In this figure, node 0

is the root of the spanning tree that is chosen by using the leader-election algorithm [16]. The solid

lines represent the edges of the rooted spanning tree, and the dashed lines represent other edges in

the UDG. Node 0 is marked black first and it broadcasts a DOMINATOR message (solid arrows in

Figure 10(a)). After receiving this message, nodes 2, 4, and 12 are marked gray and they broadcast

the DOMINATEE message. For simplicity only the DOMINATEE messages from node 4 are shown

as the dashed arrows in Figure 10(a). Then node 5 is selected to be a DOMINATOR as it has received

DOMINATEE messages from all its lower rank neighbors (node 4 only). Following the algorithm,

Figure 10(b) shows the colors of the nodes when the labelling process finishes. The final process

builds the dominating tree from the root. The INVITE message (solid arrows in Figure 10(b)) is

sent from node 0 and it is relayed to its two-hop black neighbors 3, 5, and 7. These black nodes join

the dominating tree, as well as their relaying gray nodes 2 and 4. The thick links in Figure 10(b)

illustrate the edges in the final dominating tree. All nodes in the tree form a connected dominating

set. The improved approach in [2] merges the MIS construction with the dominating tree building

processes. As shown in Figure 10(c), node 2 is colored black when it first receives a DOMINATOR

message from its child 3, and node 4 is marked black for the same reason. Finally, all the black nodes
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form a connected dominating set.
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Fig. 10: An example to show the CDS construction.

The algorithm suffers from the expensive construction of spanning trees. Building spanning trees

and maintaining CDS in large and volatile network with common node and link failures incur significant

number of retransmissions and communication overhead.

An improved algorithm is reported in [4] that does not rely on the construction of spanning trees.

The algorithm forms a CDS in UDG with size at most 192.|OPT |+48 and message complexity is O(n).

Initially all the nodes are candidates for the dominators. Whenever the ID of a node becomes the

smallest among all of its one-hop neighbors, it will change its status to dominator. Consequently, its

candidate neighbors become dominatees. After all nodes change status, each dominator node identifies

a path of at most three hops to another dominator with larger ID. The candidate nodes on this path

become connectors. All dominators and connectors compose a connected dominating set. In Figure

11, the CDS formation is shown following the algorithm in [4]. Nodes 1, 2, 3, and 4 declare themselves

to be dominators at the beginning. Then node 5 declares itself as a connector on the paths from 1/2

to 3/4, so do nodes 6 and 7. Finally, all the connectors and dominators form a connected dominating

set.

3.5.6 Open problems

One of the main issues is still to find a connected dominating set locally which will have small constant

approximation ratio for power-efficient broadcasting in sensor networks. For this problem and many

other, most of the theoretical results assume that the power emission is the major component of

power consumption. In some devices, the power emission is at the same level of the power needed

for being idle or to receive packets [9]. So, it is necessary to design power structures (e.g., virtual

backbones of CDS in sensor networks which are power-efficient for broadcasting or topology control)

with theoretically proven worst-case performance under this new energy model where the receiving

power is not negligible. Another important aspect of designing energy efficient protocols for broadcast

and multicast is the physical constraints of the wireless communications. Most often, it is assumed

that the signals sent by a node will be received by all its neighbors at once. However, in practice, this

is not the case always, and considering it will make designing energy efficient broadcast and multicast

protocols much harder. The difficulty is that the sender needs to coordinate with its receivers so
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Fig. 11: An example of message-optimal CDS construction [4].

that all are ready to receive. As indicated in [9], a natural question is then how to set the threshold

t such that, if the number of receivers that are ready is more than t, only then node u sends the

packets for them; otherwise node u will not transmit. The setting of the threshold will affect the total

actual energy consumption of the broadcast protocols and may affect the system performance and the

stability of the networks.

There is also a contradictory issue that needs to be exposed. In large networks, a reduced size

of a CDS implies low connectivity in the network which means that failure of any node in the CDS

may disconnect the CDS and ruin the backbone formed by the CDS. In such a situation, proper

broadcasting with this dissconnected dominating set will not be possible. On the other hand, this

small sized CDS (if no node of this set fails) guarantees less interference, fewer transmissions and low

power consumption in the network for broadcasting or multicasting. However, if the size of a CDS

is relatively large then we have a strong connectivity among the nodes in the CDS in the network

and failure of some nodes may not interrupt the broadcasting or multicasting operation. But there

is a potential chance that the network will suffer from interference which will eventually cause more

retransmissions and more power consumption in the network. So, finding a tradeoff between these

two extremes is an interesting research problem.

4 Conclusion

As discussed in the paper, sensors with their unique characteristics can be used to track objects,

monitor certain area, estimate physical phenomena such as temperature, pressure, humidity, and so

on, broadcast messages containing interesting ‘event’s and so forth. Thus it is essential for us to

utilize the capability of sensors as much as we can for the collection of necessary and timely data by

increasing their lifetime and saving bandwidth which are directly dependent on their low and limited

battery power. In this paper, we tried to highlight the computational aspects of sensors which mainly

deal with the individual sensors’ ability to compute information and communicate with each other

locally with a view to achieve some global goal.
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Although we have mentioned several open problems raised from our study in each of the categories,

namely, object tracking, coverage problems, data aggregation, and topology control and broadcasting,

we highlight them again and summarize them together to conclude the paper.

1. Although a few attempts have been made for tracking multiple-object, these methods are compu-

tationally expensive, dependent on huge communication in the network, and require a substantial

amount of memory to represent the distribution of data associations of multiple targets. Even in

the single-object tracking scenario, noise and other environmental phenomena play an important

role on signals transmitted by targets. The effect of these external factors can be taken into

account to formulate robust methods to make tracking more efficient, correct, and timely. So

the need for devising new distributed algorithms considering the problems of current methods

and environmental factors is highly demanding.

2. Monitoring area by sensors is investigated which raises some interesting problems. Most of the

algorithms assume that the sensors know their geographical locations and are time-synchronized.

It would be an interesting result if the coverage problem along with its extensions (identifying

hot spots, finding less covered area, etc.) can be solved without considering these idealistic

assumptions. This is because equipping hundreds of sensors with GPS is quite expensive while

assuming sensors are time-synchronized is rather a strong assumption.

3. In data aggregation, one should put emphasis on the quality of gathered data along with the

energy saving strategy to obtain an acceptable tradeoff between them. For large networks,

sending a query and getting the reply back depends on many factors, for example, the size of

clusters, depth of data aggregation trees, node failures, corrupted data, and signal interference,

etc. Among all these factors, delay constraint or latency shows a strong challenge to the data

gathering problem. It is a good research direction to search for faster heuristics, considering

depth constraints (depth in data gathering trees) for individual sensors to attain desired tradeoffs

between the delay experienced for queries to be answered and the overall lifetime increased by

the system.

4. Connected dominating sets have proven to provide an important backbone in underlying sensor

networks and are essential for many applications, for example, energy efficiency routing, media

access coordination, broadcasting, multicasting and so on. There is a tradeoff between fast

operation, bandwidth efficiency and connected dominating set (CDS) size. If the size of a CDS

is larger, then we have relatively slow operation for broadcasting (or multicasting) and the

bandwidth will not be efficiently utilized as chances of message collisions increase. On the other

hand, small CDS size can ensure faster service and efficient bandwidth utilization. However,

finding a CDS whose size is within a small constant factor (currently 8) of the minimum connected

dominating set is still a challenging problem. Another critical issue about CDS is its stability in

the face of frequent topology change. In order to maintain the stability of a CDS in terms of its

member nodes, the distributed algorithms should run at the same time. Otherwise by the time a

CDS is constructed the network topology may have changed such that the result of the algorithm

is not a connected dominating set at all. Thus, the consideration of node failure, insertion of

new nodes, link’s instability and node mobility are important issues for building robust CDS

algorithms for sensor networks.
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